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ABSTRACT
Lunar seismograms differ substantially in character
from their terrestrial counterparts. The latter are
dominated by distinct arrivals of elastic wave pulses
while those from the moon display an extremely long
envelope of seemingly random ground motion. It has been
proposed that this is the result of energy propagation
in a highly scattering lunar surface layer and can be
described by the diffusion equation. In this study ultra-
sonic pulses are propagated in aluminum plates with various
configurations of holes and grooves. It is determined
that for a plate with a sufficient number of scatterers of
at least a few tenths of a wavelength in diameter the
resultant seismogram can.be adequately modeled by
appropriate solutions to the diffusion equation. It is
also determined that for a highly scattering surface,
Rayleigh waves will not survive, which is consistent
with the lack of identifiable surface wave arrivals on
lunar seismograms.
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I. Introduction
Lunar seismograms differ substantially in character
from their terrestrial counterparts. The latter are
dominated by arrivals of distinct elastic wave pulses
while those from the moon (figure 1) display an extremely
long envelope of seemingly random ground motion. Explan-
ations for this contrast presented to date have included
a high velocity gradient near the surface (Gold and Soter,
1970), the presence of many scatterers in the outer layer
(Nakamura et al., 1970; Berckhemmer, 1970; Strobach, 1970;
Latham, et al., 1970, 1971, 1972; and Dainty et al., 1973),
and a high value of Q. These three factors interact to
cause the propagation of seismic energy in this outer layer
to resemble diffusion (Nakamura et al., 1970, Latham et al.,
1970, 1971, 1972, and Dainty et al., 1973).
The purpose of this study is to investigate by way of
seismic modeling the process of strong elastic wave
scattering. Ultrasonic pulses were propagated in aluminum
plates with various configurations of scatterers in the form
of holes and grooves. Results from these experiments show
that energy propagation in an intensely scattering plate
can indeed be modeled by the diffusion equation. Furthermore,
it is shown that a large amount of incident surface wave
energy is scattered into body waves by a scatterer within one
wavelength of the surface.
Chapter II of this thesis gives a brief discussion of
the theoretical model used to describe the diffusion of
seismic energy. Chapter III explains the laboratory
investigations of body waves in an intensely scattering
medium and surface waves incident on single scatterers.
Chapter IV presents the results of the experimental work
and demonstrates how they confirm the theoretical approach.
II. Theory
The scattering of elastic waves from a single scatterer
is a complex process which changes greatly in character with
the ratio of wavelength to scatterer size. While there are
numerous treatments of this problem in literature, the one
that most nearly models the scatterers used experimentally
in this study (circular holes in plates) is that of a rigid
cylinder in a fluid medium (Lindsay, 1960). This is because
in both cases, no energy penetrates the scatterers. For
this case the fraction q, of incident power that is scattered
as a function of ka, where k is the wave number of the
incident wave and a is the scatterer radius, is shown in
Figure 2. It is clear that scatterers sufficiently large
will scatter all of the incident energy and those sufficiently
small will scatter almost none. In the middle ground, how-
ever the scattering effectiveness of a cylinder is a very
strong function of the radius to wavelength ratio.
We next consider the effect of introducing many
scatterers into the path of an elastic wave. If in
traversing a given medium, a wave pulse encounters
scatterers of sufficient size, it will emerge from that
medium with less energy. If the attenuation of the medium
is low enough, some of the scattered energy will emerge from
the medium behind the direct pulse. As the number of
scatterers of sufficient size increases, less energy will
emerge in the direct pulse and more will arrive later as
scattered pulses. The result will be seen as an energy
envelope whose rise time (time to the maximum of energy)
increases as the amount of scattering increases and whose
fall-off rate decreases as the attenuation in the scattering
medium decreases.
It has been shown (Nakamura et al., 1970; Latham et al.,
1970, 1971, 1972; and Dainty et al., 1973) that energy
propagating under these conditions can be described by the
following diffusion equation:
where e is the energy density, K is the diffusivity, Q the
quality factor, and w the frequency of the waves involved.
The solution of equation (1) is of the form [eoexp(-wt/Q)]
where e. is the solution of the equation:
Here we will find a solution to equation (1) for the
geometry appropriate to our experimental studies described
in chapter 3. Let the diffusing medium be of the rectang-
ular shape o<x<a, o<y<b) with constant diffusivity K and
the point source with impulsive time dependence be at point
(X', Y'). Then the solution to equation (2) is (Carslaw and
Jaeger, 1959, p. 360):
e0o +~ Zj z exp( Kn +~/az) C .3
The boundary conditions used is no energy flow across the
boundaries of the rectangle, similar to our experimental
conditions. Multiplying this solution by [exp(-wt/Q)]
gives the solution to equation (1).
Now let us take the receiver transducer coordinates
used in this study ((X, Y) = (a, b/2), and the source
coordinates (X', Y') = (0, b/2)). Then the solution (3)
reduces to!
z~ e( i i
x( i+aZ eXP&-LhIV~'1 l*4)(eU t/)()
Since energy is proportional to the square of ampli-
tude for sinusoidal waves we can convert the above solution
to one for displacement amplitude A. We will use the ampli-
tude envelopes to compare the experimental results with
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theoretical curves, adjusting the parameters K
and Q for best fit in each case.
Another useful concept in these studies is the mean
free path (k). In gas diffusion theory the mean free path
is defined to be that distance which a particle travels
until its probability of being unscattered is (1/e), and
is related to the diffusivity (K) and root mean square
particle velocity (V) by (Jeans, 1929, p. 309):
V
If we change the definition to be the distance traveled
until the probability of being scattered is (1/2) the
above equation becomes:
V
An argument analogous to the one above (see Appendix II)
can be made for the diffusion of waves where k is the
distance traveled by a wave of velocity in a medium of
diffusivity K, until the unscattered energy is equal to
one half the initial energy. Therefore, once the
experimental amplitude envelope is compared to the
theoretical amplitude envelope and a value of the
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diffusivity is derived, a corresponding mean free path
may be calculated using equation (6).
We can also calculate the mean free path directly.
This is done in Appendix I in two ways, first assuming
a totally random distribution of scatterers and second by
assuming a constant density of scatterers everywhere.
The two solutions are asymptotic for small values of
q, the scattering effectiveness and vary by about 30% for
the largest diameter scatterers used in our experiments.
Comparison of these calculated values of the mean free
path to those determined experimentally will provide a
test of the applicability of the diffusion equation.
As mean free path varies from nearly zero toward
infinity, energy propagation is a continuous process.
Classical diffusion (i.e. heat conduction and molecular
diffusion) lies at the lower boundary, while elastic wave
propagation describes the process when mean free path is
very large. This study is concerned with media having mean
free paths within one order of magnitude of the distance
from source to receiver. We must therefore treat several
problems which do not arise in the usual discussions of
diffusion.
One such problem arises in the definition of time
scales. In the impulse response of the diffusion equation
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time zero is classically the source or event time, with
subsequent values giving the energy density for the
appropriate coordinates.- As we let the mean free path
or diffusivity tend toward infinity however, the impulse
solution of equation (1) predicts that the peak energy
arrival will be at time zero. This would require an
infinite wave velocity which obviously does not model
the behavior of the medium. To correct this situation
to a sufficiently good approximation we define the event
time to be (-r/V) where r is the distance from source to
receiver and V is the propagation velocity of the waves
involved (Morse and Feshbach, 1953, p. 865). It should
be remembered that this problem is usually ignored because
on the time scale of heat or molecular diffusion, the
propagation velocity may reasonably be approximated as
infinity.
A second, related, consideration involves the first
arrivals. In diffusion theory the first arrival energy
is infinitesimally small; however, for a relatively small
number of mean free paths, this is not acceptable. A finite
fraction of the original wave pulse will be transmitted
intact. If this fraction is appreciable, we must treat
the resultant receiver energy density as the sum of a
directly propagated and later scattered waves. The latter
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can be modeled by the diffusion equation impulse response
for the particular geometry involved while the former will
simply be seen as a positive deviation at time zero which
decays very rapidly.
14.
III. Experimental procedure
The experimental portion of this study has two
purposes, first to test the theoretical model for energy
propagation in a scattering medium and second to
investigate the scattering of surface waves by individual
scatterers. The former was achieved by generating ultra-
sonic body waves in aluminum plates with various configur-
ations of scatterers. The density and size of scatterers
could be varied in a known manner and the results compared
with those predicted theoretically. A simple attempt was
also made at modeling lunar seismic results with an
aluminum disk. Scatterers were placed near the edge of the
plate and energy densities at various points on the edge
were monitored for an edge-mounted source. The second phase
of the experiment was accomplished by generating Rayleigh
wave pulses on the edge of rectangular plates. The wave'
was monitored before and after a scatterer to determine
the amount of energy reflected and transmitted. A trans-
ducer coupled to the face of the plate was employed to
verify the presence of body waves containing some of the
original surface wave pulse's energy.
A block diagram of the body wave experiment is shown
in fig. 3. At the start of each cycle, the signal generator
emits an initial source pulse. A short adjustable time
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later, a second pulse is emitted. These two pulses are
mixed to control the shape of the input pulse and fed to the
transmitter crystal. Several different phases of elastic
waves are generated and propagate through the aluminum
plate to the two receivers, one fixed and one movable. The
output of the receivers are filtered, amplified and then fed
into the vertical inputs of the dual trace scope. Trans-
ducers used were 0.5 MHz ceramincs. The third transducer
was a bender crystal embedded in epoxy and mounted at the
end of a five-inch long aluminum tube.
P-wave velocity in all the plates was 0.56 cm/ysec, with
a wavelength for 0.5 MHz waves of about 1 cm. The plates
were 0.16 cm thick. Modeling clay was packed around the
edges of the plates to damp out surface waves. Eight plates
used in the body wave experiment are shown in figures 4-8.
Table I lists the dimensions and other parameters of plates
one through five. The holes were distributed by dividing
the scattering area of each plate into sixteen equal areas
and then drilling the appropriate number of holes in each
subdivision attempting to keep the density fairly constant.
Plate 6 had a random assortment of holes drilled with
no foreplan other than an attempt to keep the hole density
from varying a great deal. Plate 7 has grooves 2.54 cm long
0.16 cm wide and 0.08 cm deep milled in its top surface.
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The grooves were arranged on a grid with angles determined
by a series of numbers from a random number table. The
eighth plate is a circular one with holes near the edge and
hole density dropping with distance from the edge.
The second phase of the experiment, the surface wave
investigation, used similar equipment to the body wave
experiment except that two receiving transducers were used
and all transducers were mounted on the same edge of the plate.
A block diagram of the equipment setup is shown in fig. 9.
A Rayleigh wave was generated at the transmitter and propa-
gated down the edge of the plate to the two receivers. The
resulting traces, with no scatterers present, were plotted
and digitized. Next, leaving the transducers glued in place,
a scatterer was introduced half way between the two receivers.
The new results were plotted and digitized and along with
the previous results, read into a program which plotted the
difference between the two runs.
The difference between the two traces appears as two
pulses generated at the scatterer at the Rayleigh wave
arrival time, one traveling forward and one backward. The
energy in the pulse traveling backward is the reflected
energy. The transmitted energy is simply that received by
the last transducer after the scatterer is in place.
The energy within each pulse was calculated to within
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a proportionality constantly by summing the squares of the
amplitude of each half cycle and correcting for the W2
energy dependence of a sine wave.
The Rayleigh wave pulses used contained most of their
energy in the neighborhood of 330 KHz with a propagation
velocity of 0.30 cm/psec and thus having a dominant wave
length of about 0.9 cm.
Three measurements were made using the three scatterers
shown in figures 10-12. The first two gave simple before
and after results. On the third run, however intermediate
measurements were taken as the hole nearest the surface was
drilled and the final results were obtained with both holes.
The first measurement was made with the first hole partly
through and the edge of the plate still intact. The second,
was the first hole deepened to partially destroy the edge,
and finally with the edge completely destroyed and the
second hole added.
To demonstrate that some of the incident Rayleigh
wave energy was being converted to body waves a series of
pictures were taken as the hand held transducer was
positioned at equal intervals along a line intersecting
the scatterer.
The results from these experiments are discussed in
the next chapter.
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IV. Results
A primary concern of this investigation has been to
verify the application of the diffusion equation to the
problem of elastic wave scattering. Plates 1-5 represent
the major thrust of this effort and will be discussed first.
The reader will recall from the previous section that these
five plates were constructed varying the size and total
number of holes along with the dimensions of the scattering
rectangles involved. Seismograms from these plates were
then examined to determine how the various changes affected
the scattering process. Two typical results are shown in
figure 13.
Seismograms from plates 3 and 4 with the smaller holes
are shown in figure 14. In both cases the direct arrivals
dominate. Calculations for the fraction of energy in the
original pulse which survives the scattering medium using
the two formulas given in Appendix I predict that about
70% will survive. This means approximately 30% has been
scattered out of the wave. A small fraction of this
energy will eventually arrive at the receiver superimposed
on slower modes of propagation and edge reflections. This
scattered energy is not yet recognizable as a diffusion
envelope, because we are looking at less than one mean
free path.
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To shorten the mean free path with a fixed number of
scatterers we must increase the scattering effectiveness (q)
of the scatterers. As was shown in figure 2, for small
scatterers, q is a strong function of ka. The mean free
path therefore, may be decreased by either increasing the
scatterer radius (a) or decreasing the wavelength. In plates
1 and 2 the holes are twice as large as in plates 3 and 4.
For waves with X = 1.7 cm figure 2 predicts that
this factor of two difference in ka will mean a factor of
five difference in q. Plates 1 and 2 with the larger holes
should therefore be much more intensely scattering than
plates 3 and 4. That this effect is seen experimentally
may be verified by comparing figures 13 and 14. As mentioned
earlier, figure 14 presents seismograms dominated by first
arrivals. Those for plates 1 and 2 shown in figure 13, on
the other hand, are dominated by scattered arrivals. They
begin in fact, to resemble diffusion envelopes.
The above effect can also be demonstrated by varying
the wavelength and keeping all other parameters constant.
Figure 15 shows two seismograms from plate 5. The input
for the first was a 70 KHz pulse and that for the second
a 330 KHz pulse. In this case, ka is almost five times
greater for the higher frequency. Since we are in the
steep section of the curve in figure 2 we would expect the
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330 KHz pulse to be much more intensely scattered. As
figure 15 illustrates, this is in fact the case. The first
seismogram is dominated by a first arrival while the second
resembles a diffusion envelope.
We can thus conclude that for appreciable scattering
to occur, we must be dealing with scatterers whose radii
are at least a few tenths of the wavelength involved or
greater.
Our next consideration involves the form and behavior
of the scattering envelopes seen in figures 13 and 15. All
parameters of plates 3 and 5 are identical except for
scatterer density. The differences between other plates where
more parameters vary are more subtle, and will not be
dealt with intuitively.
The first attempt at fitting a theoretical curve to the
observed envelope of scattered waves was made for plate 5.
The theoretical envelope was computed using equation 4 for
various values of Q and K. These plots were then compared by
eye to the 330 KHz observed results from plate 5, shown in
fig.16. Although the effects of varying these two parameters
(Q and K) separately overlapped somewhat, the rise time
was primarily determined by the value of K and the slope
of the tail by the value of Q. With time zero of the
diffusion envelope at the P-wave arrival time, the best
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fit was obtained (figure 16) for K = 500,000 cm 2/sec and
Q = 70. Acceptable fits can be obtained varying K no
more than about 5%. Note that this Q is not the value for
aluminum (which is much higher - several hundred) but for a
system surrounded by low Q modeling clay used around the
edges of the plates.
Using the above value of K and the P wave velocity in
equation (6) yields a value for the mean free path of 1.9
cm. Using the S wave velocity yields a mean free path of
3.2 cm. Since energy is divided between P and S modes in
the scattering medium, the mean free path will lie some-
where between the two values listed.
We next compare the above values for the mean free path
of plate 5 to those calculated directly for it. For energy
at 330 KHz and scatterers 0.6 cm in diameter figure 2 pre-
dicts a scattering effectiveness (q) of about 0.3. Using
formula A.5 for homogeneous distribution, this yields a
mean free path of 5.6 cm, clearly too large. This value of
0.3 for q, however, should be considered as a lower limit of
the actual value. It was determined for the case of rigid
cylinders in a fluid medium where energy could only be
scattered into other p waves. For the case of hollow
cylinders in aluminum, energy can also be scattered into
S waves and surface waves on the free surface. We might
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expect therefore that the actual value is somewhat higher
than 0.3. Raising q to 0.5, we find mean free paths of 2.9
and 4.0 respectively for. homogeneous and random distribution.
Since the method of hole drilling described in chapter III
attempted to keep hole density constant the former value is
probably a better estimate.
We now have a directly calculated value for the mean
free path in plate 5 (with q equal to 0.5) of about 2.9 cm.
The observed value from applying the diffusion equation to
the scattering in plate 5 lies between 1.9 and 3.2 cm. This
agreement indicates that elastic wave scattering has
indeed been adequately modeled by the diffusion equation.
A further check could be made by theoretically deriving a
value for q in this case to determine whether or not it is
actually on the order of 0.5 rather than the value 0.3 for
the liquid medium with rigid scatterers.
The seismogram from plate 1 was also fitted theoretically.
If all other parameters are held constant, the mean free
path should be inversely proportional to the scatterer
density (holes/cm 2). Plate 1 has one quarter the hole
density of plate 5 and therefore should have a mean free
path four times as long. Figure 17 shows the best fit for
plate 1 obtained in the same manner as described for plate
5. Values obtained were K = 2,000,000 cm 2/sec and Q = 70
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with again an uncertainty of ±10% for K and ±5% for Q. The
mean free path is thus between 7.5 and 12.8 or four times
that of plate 5.
Not only does the diffusion equation generate an
envelope which closely matches that observed, but it also
correctly predicts the result of varying the mean free
path. This observation, that elastic wave scattering
behaves like diffusion, lends credence to the hypothesis
that lunar seismograms, which look like diffusion envelopes,
are the result of a scattering process.
The result from plate 6 (figure 18) shows that an
assortment of scatterers also produces a diffusion
envelope as one might expect. Plate 7 had scatterers
which were not opaque or round as before. Again a diffusion
envelope was produced (figure 18). These scatterers are
probably closer to geologic scatterers than the round holes.
Theoretical calculations of scattering from these grooves
have not yet been made.
-Plate 8 (the circular plate with scatterers in the
outer layer) results are similar to lunar seismograms. We
will use them only to demonstrate the cause of one effect
observed in lunar results. The first trace of figure 19
shows the effect of having the transducers close together,
while in the second they were about 140* apart. The rise
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time is very small for the latter figure because a signif-
icant amount of energy has propagated through the non-
scattering central portion of the plate and has been
scattered only slightly at the receiver and transmitter
sites.
In the second phase of the experiment, Rayleigh waves
were generated on the edges of three separate plates with
scatterers shown in figures 10-12. The surface wave pulse
was observed before and after striking the scatterer
involved. A sample set of traces are shown in figures
20-22. They are the results from the first run of the
experiment (i.e., with the plate of figure 10). Table
2 lists the numerical results from all three runs. It
appears that the amount of energy reflected depends on the
availability of a free surface to reflect from. The
scatterer in run 1 was almost identical to that in run 2
except for the filed off neck (see figures 10 and 11) yet
it reflected an order of magnitude more energy. It is also
apparent that large fractions of the original Rayleigh wave
energies are neither transmitted nor reflected, but
scattered into another mode of propagation. Figure 23
demonstrates that at least some of the energy goes into
body waves. The top trace in figure 23 was taken at the
scatterer in run 2 and shows the incident Rayleigh wave
(with reduced gain). Successive plots were taken on a
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line intersecting the scatterer and visible in figure 11.
The vertical distance between traces in figure 23 is
proportional to the distance between their respective
sampling points on the plate. A P wave pulse is clearly
visible. An S wave pulse though not well coupled by this
transducer and interfered with on some traces is also
identifiable.
This clearly means that in the presence of many
sufficiently large surface scatterers, Rayleigh waves will
not exist long, but be rapidly scattered into body waves.
Bearing this in mind, the absence of any identifiable
surface waves in lunar seismograms further confirms that
the moon's surface is an intensely scattering medium.
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V. Conclusions: application to lunar seismology
The primary implication of the results of this
study for lunar seismology is that intense elastic wave'
scattering can indeed produce energy envelopes resembling
diffusion and is a valid model for the propagation
of seismic energy on the surface of the moon. Theoretical
diffusion envelopes may be fitted to lunar seismograms to
yield a value of the diffusivity and hence mean free path
for a given wavelength in a manner exactly parallel to
that used in this study for the aluminum plates. By
assuming a relationship between scattering effectiveness
and scatterer size similar to that in figure 2, we may
then determine various scatterer size and density distributions
which could yield the mean free path which we have determined.
Similarly, assuming a size distribution for scatterers will
enable one to determine a scattering effectiveness and/or
density distribution for each size.
It has been further suggested by the results from the
disk that if scatterers are confined to the surface of the
moon, a dependence of rise time with distance similar to
that observed would exist, because energy may propagate
directly through the non-scattering interior. The presence
of many near surface scatterers will rapidly destroy surface
waves and therefore the model presented for the moon
27.
including an intensely scattering surface layer is
consistent with the lack of surface waves on lunar
seismograms.
28.
Appendix I Mean Free Path Calculations
Direct calculation of mean free path may be
performed in two ways, first by assuming a totally random
distribution of scatterers and secondly by assuming a
perfectly homogeneous scatterer density. In both cases
we first divide the plate into zones of equal dimension,
each parallel to the direction of energy propagation and
each transecting the scattering area. The width of each
zone is equal to the diameter of the cylindrical scatterers
and the number of zones is therefore equal to the ratio
of plate width to hole diameter.
If the scatterers are placed randomly on the plate,
the number of holes per zone is described by the Poisson
probability distribution function. The probability of
having r holes in a zone is:
where m is the ratio of number of holes to number of zones
(Davenport, 1970). Assuming that the total number of holes
is sufficient, we call the above expression the fraction of
zones with r holes or equivalently, the fraction of energy
incident on zones with r holes. If each hole scatters a
29.
fraction q of the energy incident on it, then the fraction
of energy surviving after a wave has passed through an
area of n randomly distributed holes is:
r:o'
where F is the number of zones. To find the mean free
path, we simply set the above fraction equal to one half
and solve for n. This value for n is thus the number
of scatterers which the wave encounters in the distance
defined as one mean free path. If the plate involved
has N scatterers in the total length of the plate, a,
then it will have N/n mean free paths in length a. The
mean free path is therefore:
for randomly distributed scatterers.
We now begin a second derivation similar to that
above except we assume uniform scatterer density rather
than random. In the case of homogeneous density of
scatterers, we may assume that the propagating wave will
encounter an equal number of holes on each zone for any
distance. If the wave encounters n scatterers, the sur-
30.
viving energy fraction is thus:
(vF)
Setting this fraction equal to one half we find,
using A-3 and A-4,
These two solutions are asymptotic as n increases
but assume different values for small n as one might
expect from the strong law of large numbers.
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Appendix II The Diffusivity of Waves in a Strongly
Scattering Medium
A strongly scattering medium is here defined as a
medium in which scattering is so intense that at any
point in the medium there is an isotropic flux of energy,
irrespective of the spatial relation between the field
point and any sources. The waves carrying this energy
are regarded as being characterized by a velocity V and
a mean free path 2, defined as the distance over which
a wave loses one half its energy due to scattering. We
shall assume that energy falls of exponentially with
distance x travelled by the waves as exp[-.7x/9].
Let us define the energy density E[r, t]. Define
a function H(r, t, 0, $), where e and $ are the polar
angles about the point r, such that
where S is a unit sphere about r. Then H is the angular
distribution of energy propagation, and since we have
assumed isotropy, H = H(r, t). The energy propagating in
the directions e to e + de, $ to + d$ is H sine de d,
and
( rr H ,)
32.
Consider energy propagating with direction 0 to 0 + de,
# to $ + d$ with respect to some arbitrary surface with
4.
normal n in the medium. The energy crossing unit area per
unit time is :
k, H(,f)tv cas s^e ed 6-3
Because of the exponential fall of discussed earlier,
the energy has traveled on the average [(k/.7) cos 01 in a
direction perpendicular to the surface before crossing the
surface. Thus take (subscript o means measured at the
boundaryIE
~LJ
To find the flux from the forward direction, inte-
grate from # = o to 27, 0 = 0 to n/2
B 3 51.
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An exactly similar calculation may be made to get
Thus the net flux is:
7MAT or-3 mZL
By inspection, the diffusivity K = Vk/2.1
The above is based on Meyer's theory as contained in
J.H. Jeans, The Dynamical Theory of Gases, Chap. 13 and
personal communication with Dr. Anton Dainty.
6. 4
eV7
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Table 1
hole dia. (cm) Scattering
area (cm x cm)
24 x 70
24 x 35
24 x 35
24 x 18
24 x 35
Plate #holes
243
243
243
243
486
38.
Table 2
Surface Scatterer Results
Percent reflected
11%
1%
4%
8%
8%
Percent transmitted
3%
3%
55%
13%
6%
Run #1
Run #2
Run #3
lst try
2nd try
3rd try
39.
Figure 1. The long period vertical component of the
impact of LM 12 as recorded at ALSEP 12.
40.0
41.
Figure 2. The fraction of scattered energy (q) as a function
of k where ka is the wave number of the wave
involved and.a is the scatterer radius for rigid
cylinders in a fluid medium (after Lindsay, 1960).
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Figure 3. A block diagram of the body wave experiment.
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1. Double pulse generator
2. Pulse mixer
3. Transducers
4. Aluminum plate
5.~ Filters
6. Amplifiers
7. Oscilloscope
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Figure 4. Plate l(top) and plate 2(bottom) each showing
243 0.6 cm diameter holes distributed over two
different length rectangles. The clay at the
edges of the plates is primarily to attenuate
the surface waves.
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Figure 5. Plate 3(top) and plate 4(bottom) each showing
243 0.3 cm diameter holes distributed over
two different length rectangles.
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Figure 6. Plate 5 showing 486 0.6 cm holes.
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Figure 7. Plate 6 (top) showing the assortment of holes
and plate 7 (bottom) showing the groove scatterers
half way through the plate.
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Figure 8. Plate 8, the circular model. Holes were drilled
at the outer 3 cm layer. Hole density decreased
with depth and none were drilled below 6 cm.'
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Figure 9. A block diagram of the surface wave scattering
experiment.
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1. Double pulse generator
2. Pulse mixer
3. Transducers
4. Aluminum plate
5. Filters
6. Amplifie'rs
7.. Oscilloscope
8. X-Y plotter
57.
Figure 10. The scatterer used in the first run of the surface
scatterer experiment. The scatterer consists of
a hole 0.3 cm radius and a slit cut to surface.
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Figure 11. The scatterer used in the second run of the
surface scatterer experiment. Scatterer is a
hole 0.3 cm radius with center at 0.5 cm depth.
The line drawn into the plate from the scatterer
has marked on it the transducer positions used
to produce fig. 23.
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Figure 12. The scatterer used in the third run of the surface
scatterer experiment.
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Figure 13. Seismograms from plate 1 (top) and plate 2
(bottom) with 330 KHz pulse.
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Figure 14. Seismograms from plate 3 (top) and plate 4
(bottom) with 330 KHz pulse.
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Figure 15. Seismograms from plate 5 with 70 KHz pulse
(top) and 330 KHz pulse (bottom).
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Figure 16. Best fit of a theoretical amplitude envelope
to plate 5 330 KHz seismogram. The envelope
is for K = 500,000 cm 2/sec and Q = 70.
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Figure 17. Best fit of a theoretical amplitude envelope
to plate 1 330 KHz seismogram. The envelope
is for K = 2,.00,000 cm 2/sec and Q = 70 and
has been displaced one half inch vertically
for better visibility.
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Figure 18. Seismograms from plates 6 (top) and 7 (bottom)
plate 6 showing the result of the assorted holes
and plate 7 the result of the grooves both of
which are seen in figure 7.
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Figure 19. Seismograms from plate 8 with 330 KHz pulse.
In the top trace, the two transducers are sep-
arated by about 30* of arc on the circumference
of the disk while the lower one had the trans-
ducers about 140* apart.
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Figure 20. Seismograms from the first receiving transducer
in the second run of the surface scattering
experiment. The top trace is before the scatter
has been introduced and shows the unaffected
Rayleigh waves. The lower trace is the similar
record after the hole has been drilled on the
far side of this transducer. In both cases the
Rayleigh wave-arrival is clearly visible. The
difference'between these two is the reflection
of the Rayleigh wave pulse from the hole and is
shown in figure 21.
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Figure 21. The difference between the two seismograms seen
in figure 20. The pulseAclearly visible is a
surface wave reflection from the hole shown in
figure 11.
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Figure 22. Seismograms from the second receiving trans-
ducer in the second run of the surface scattering
experiment. The top result is from before the
scatter has been introduced and shows a large
Rayleigh wave arrival. In the lower result,
the scatterer in figure 11 has been introduced
between the source and the second receiver,
greatly reducing the surface wave arrival.
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Figure 23. A series of traces from a hand held trans-
ducer positioned on the surface of the plate
shown in figure 11. The sampled points were
on a line which intersected the scatterer
and the vertical distance between successive
traces is proportional to the distance between
corresponding sample points on the line. The
gain has been greatly reduced in the first
trace which shows the Rayleigh wave arrival
at the scatter. The slopes of the two lines
shown are Vp and Vs, the P and S propagation
velocities.
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